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Abstract. Spot-Light is a projection mapping system for foods that enriches 
dishes by projecting images or sounds on foods. Tastes of foods are constructed 
not only with simple gustation, but also with appearances and sounds. For better 
appearances, ordinary cooking methods such as food coloring agents or 
crunching sounds of pie contribute to modify these food properties. However, it 
is not possible to purely modify them because all ingredients are inevitable 
from chemical interruptions into the original food. Our system enhances these 
properties by visual and sound projection with a RGB camera, a depth camera, 
a parametric speaker and a projector.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Cross-Modality on Dinning 

Appearances and sounds are important on a dinning experience as well as gustation. 
For example, some soft drinks provide various flavors only by visual difference 
although they contains mostly same ingredients. Professional chefs often use extra 
colors in recipes to modify the food appearances. For example, a recipe uses paprika’s 
red as an additional color when using apple mint: the red color reminds guests the 
apple flavor which complements weak aroma of the apple mint. Thus, our resulting 
gustation is effected by prior perceptions (the effect is widely studied as cross-
modality [1]). This suggests that modifications on appearances and sounds are 
effective to enrich the original dish. 

2 Spot-Light 

Spot-Light is a system that enhances such modalities. The system is in the shape of a 
desk light. For multimodal projections, a RGB camera, a depth camera, a parametric 
speaker and a projector are attached on the head part of the system. There are three 
functions in this system. The first function is to emphasize the surface color of the 
dish (for example, the saturation of green salad or browning of steaks). It uses a RGB 
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camera and a depth camera for a precise projection mapping. The second function is 
to emphasize the sounds of the dish (for example, the crisply sound of baked pies or 
sounds of breaking a caramel of crème brûlée) so that it reminds guests extra rich 
textures of food. The third function is to project additional animations (for example, 
melting butters or surface shines). 

We describe details of these functions and potential functions below. 

2.1 Appearance Augmentation for Food Coloring 

Chefs create better perceptions for foods by designing the food surface. As we 
mentioned above, the designing of the appearance is one of the designing process of 
gustation because the visual perception largely effects to the gustatory sensation. 

Coloring is the basic of visual designing of food. The ordinary method to modify the 
color is to use natural or artificial colorings. However, there are some health risks when 
using these colorings. In addition, there are also limitations on their effects because they 
contain chemical materials that unexpectedly affect the original taste of food itself. 

 

Fig. 1. Spot-Light consists of devices for multimodal projection mappings on the head part of a 
desk light (a). b and c shows the comparison of food’s appearance without appearance 
augmentations (b) and with augmentations (c). The system first capture the RGB and depth 
image of the dish, and projects images that was processed so that it maximize the parts that 
effects positive gustation (for example, the saturation of green salad or browning of steaks).  
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Spot-Light captures a RGB image of the dish, and projects modified images on it 
after processing the image so that it maximize the food’s appearances. This function 
enables us to coloring the food without taking the heal risk, or changes of the original 
tastes. In addition, the system creates precise projections by using the depth camera in 
addition to the RGB camera: the depth information helps to provide warp-free 
projections. The precise projection mapping minimizes the artificial impression that 
results in a negative impression of food. 

2.2 Sound Augmentation for Food Texture 

Sounds also effect the gustation. Charles Spence [2] found that participants feel  
potato chips crisper when processed noise was presented while eating. Chewing 
jockey [3] is another project that enriches eating by giving additional chewing sounds 
while eating. 

Spot-Light creates sounds of food such as breaking sounds of baked crispy pie or 
caramel of crème brûlée. To realize natural sound effects, we used a parametric 
speaker. The speaker can create sounds from a particular location of a surface with 
ultrasonic waves. 

Our first prototype senses cutting gestures with a electrode and add extra crispy 
sounds to the precise location on the surface. The sound projection is programmed so 
that it makes sounds that are unique for each location. 

2.3 Animations for Impressive Food 

In addition to the appearance augmentation, animation projections are also provided. 
While the static image projection is effective to enhance the basis of the appearance, 
animations are more impressive. The impressiveness helps the guests to relate their 
memory to gustation and contributes intensive sensation. The system generates 
animations such as melting butter, up going smoke or surface shines that remind the 
guests a richer experience of dinning. 

3 Related Work 

DinningPresenter [4] projects images on a dining table. It contains a camera and a 
projector. The camera captures the image of the dinning table and projects image on 
it. The focus of this project is to enrich the whole experience of dinning. It projects 
colors and images to promote healthier dinning for kids, for instance. 

Meta-Cookie is an AR system that leverages the cross-modality to enhance foods. 
It modifies the gustation or satisfaction by providing aromas or modified shape of 
cookie with an AR environment. Although Meta-Cookie is effective way to modify 
our perceptions, it is not practical because of large devices required for the AR 
environment. 
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4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose Spot-Light which enriches dishes by visual and sound 
projection mapping. This system is in the desk light shape with devices attached on 
the head part of it. The device includes a RGB camera, a depth camera, a parametric a 
speaker and a projector. 

The system contains three functions. The first function is to capture the surface of 
food such as the brown area of steaks and projects extra visuals after processing the 
captured image so that it enriches the appearance. This function is supported by depth 
image captured by the depth camera, which helps a precise projection mapping that is 
important to eliminate the negative artificial impressive often occurs in simple 
projection mappings. 

The second function is augmentations for the sound of food. The system adds 
sounds such as crispy sounds for baked pie when a knife touched on it. A parametric 
speaker is used to create sound on the surface.  

The third function is animation projection. Animations such as melting butter on 
steaks are projected. The animation helps the guests to imagine gustation and helps 
intensive sensations. 

By utilizing RGB and depth image, the system can project various properties on 
foods. For example, Spot-Light can be a real-time baking machine by attaching a 
laser. 

Fukuchi [6] et al. used a laser for the use of baking the surface of food. They first 
captured the surface of the food and baked intended parts by processing the captured 
image. This suggests that Spot-Light can realize a real-time baking function with a 
laser. 
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